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From: Evan Sawyer - NOAA Federal <evan.sawyer@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2019 7:34 AM


To: Evan Sawyer - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: draft ROCON Feb Forecast and Spring Base section


Yeah I don’t do lengthy very well.


A few things though: As I pointed out there were a few things Maria had wanted me to include but I didn’t think


they “fit” in this particular section.


I need to find a different place for the rule of thumb figure (probably the year-round discussion).


Miles is working on providing more information on the relation between early releases and summer temps and I


did include some of Eric’s work on flow and temperature (both “science center modeling).


And I have yet to incorporate the drought admin record which should go... in the spring(?) or year-round


discussion?


On Wednesday, April 17, 2019, Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


wrote:


And here are mine. I think this is great progress and has some key points! I need to look back at my notes and


the broader context of the section to see more about the spring base flows, esp given maria's note that "this will


be quite lengthy."


I have notes on the previous version you sent but they are hardcopy markups since my computer did a long


update. I'll get them to you this morning when I get into the office.


On Tue, Apr 16, 2019 at 6:41 PM Evan Sawyer - NOAA Federal <evan.sawyer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Cathy, Garwin,


Attached is my draft section on the February forecast and spring base flows discussion for the Upper


Sacramento/Shasta Division. Just sending the sub-section rather than sending whole document so as to avoid


version control issues.


Maria had provided some suggested additions for this section that in my mind didn't really fit, (rule of thumb


chart, science center modeling, and previous drought administrative record) so I plan to insert them either


earlier (in the year-round discussion) or later (in the summer cold water pool management discussion).


Evan


--
Evan Bing Sawyer,

Natural Resource Management Specialist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: (916) 930-3656

Evan.Sawyer@noaa.gov

www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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